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Is AI going to take my job? Is AI going to takeover the world? Watch here as Dr. Piero Scaruffi (software consultant, university lecturer, and writer) debunks myths and shares his views surrounding artificial intelligence. #InnovationMadePossible

Robo-journalism is a Thing

The #WayBackWednesday, we remember the robot that wrote an LA Times web article on an earthquake in California, all by gathering data from a seismograph. InnovationMadePossible

What is AI?

Our Atlas AI supports a wide range of medical scenarios, including diagnosing lung cancer and chest diseases like pneumonia allowing for faster diagnosis and improved accuracy: pmnt.t/9kNp3r4 #InnovationMadePossible

What is AI?

America is in a strong position to enhance its global technology leadership by collaborating with international tech companies like Huawei—and we are ready to talk. More from Huawei's Vincent Peng on working together to build a better future. asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/Huawei #HuaweiFacts

Huawei to Joe Biden: Please talk to us
Washington’s real beef is with China asia.nikkei.com
What can AI teach us? Can we benefit from advanced tech in schools?
Watch here to learn what AI can bring to the education sector.
#InnovationMadePossible

PWC estimates that by 2030 global GDP could increase by 14% via AI-powered activities, which is equal to $15.7 trillion.
#InnovationMadePossible (4/6)

Most AI bots are female.
The reason? Studies show that people find a woman's voice more audibly pleasing. Celia, do you agree?
#AI #InnovationMadePossible (3/6)
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